24 Abstract 25 Background. The Procrustean residual vector (or PAM, an acronym for the alternative 26 equivalent term Procrustean association metric) derived from Procrustes analysis can be seen as 27 the univariate form of relationship between two or more data tables, which provides an 28 interesting way for ecologists to place multivariate relationships as the central object of 29 investigation in more familiar statistical approaches such as ANOVA and post hoc tests.
30 However, many aspects need to be elucidated to make ecologists more confident in using 31 Procrustes in their studies going beyond the simple comparisons. We attempted to address two 32 questions: 1) How does the increasing number of correlated columns within an entire data table 33 affect the Procrustes results? 2) Can the PAM be used for detecting how the correlation is 34 partitioned across treatment levels within the original data table?
35 Methods. Question 1) two data tables, X and Y, from a previous research were used to conduct 36 the study. Four levels of correlation between variables (0.9, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.2) within the X data 37 table were imposed to an increasing number of variables (6, 9, 12, and 15) to assess their effects 38 on Procrustes relationship and its significance. Question 2) two simulated data tables covering 39 four hypothetical categorical predictors (A, B, C, D) were created varying the relationship 40 between them regarding the treatment A (0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) in order to assess the association 41 between Procrustes and multiple comparison mean method.
42 Results. for the first question, we found that increasing the number of correlated variables across 43 different imposed correlation levels (0.9, 0.7, 0.5, and 0.2) in the data table not subject to 44 Procrustean linear transformation (translation and rotation), i.e. the X data table, had no effects 45 either on the classical Procrustes outcomes related to the fit between data tables (R statistic and 46 its P value), or on the significance of the ANOVA using the Procrustes association metric 47 (PAM), which summarizes the multivariate correlation between two data tables, as the response 48 variable. For the second question, increasing the between correlation levels between X and Y 49 data tables for a specific set of rows in these tables corresponding to a hypothetical treatment A 50 resulted in PAMs that, when used in mean multiple comparisons, did show this treatment A as 51 different from all others treatments B, C, and D from which X and Y were not related above 52 (0.1). 83 Moreover, assume that in X and Y all variables (columns) were measured from field plots, which 84 represent the rows of the data tables. Procrustes analysis will find the "best" fit of homologous 85 coordinates across the X and Y data tables by seeking to minimize of the sum of squares between 86 corresponding coordinates in X and Y, i.e. the plots or rows of these tables. Given that the 87 Procrustes fit is never perfect, the PAM stands for the residuals between corresponding 88 coordinates (the plots or rows of X and Y) after the "best" fit among the tables has been found so 89 that the lower the residual sizes in the PAM, the higher the correlations. The compilation of these 90 residual differences between homologous rows in the X and Y data tables making up the 91 Procrustean residual vector (PAM) represents a useful way to summarize information on the 92 relationship between the two matrices and makes it available for further statistical analysis, both 93 parametric and non-parametric (Lisboa et al., 2014b 
132
Four correlation levels (0.2, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) were incorporated into different numbers of 133 columns within the soil fertility data table (n = 53, p = 15), hereafter the X data table. The number 134 of soil variables that were correlated was increased gradually (6, 9, 12, and 15), whereas the PLFA 135 profile data table (n = 53, p = 20), Y, had its original correlation structure unaltered. After that, the 136 X (soil fertility) and Y (PLFA profile) data tables were submitted to thirteen different pre-137 transformations. These 13 pre-Procrustes transformations were used to encompass the three 138 broadly different manners in which X and Y data tables can be used in the Procrustes analysis: raw 139 data, dissimilarity/distance matrices or ordination axes (Fig. 1 c) . Finally the Procrustes 140 relationships between X (soil fertility) and Y (PLFA profile) were simulated one hundred times 141 for each pre-transformation. As some of the dissimilarity metrics used are undefined for negative 142 values, the X matrix was squared prior to analysis. From each set of 100 simulations/pre-143 transformations within a given number of correlated columns within X (6, 9, 12, 15) with a given 144 correlation level (0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9) we retained the following statistics: 1) the average of the 145 Procrustean correlation statistic (R value); 2) the number of times that the R statistic was significant 146 (P value); 3) the PAM average (a Procrustean residual vector from the average of the 100 147 simulations); 4) the residual size range within the PAM average (subtracting the highest and the 148 lowest residual sizes linking the two data tables after Procrustes fit); 5) the number of times in 149 which the ANOVA using the PAM average as response and the land use type as factor (4 levels) 150 was considered significant (P < 0.05). Thus, we retained 13 sets of Procrustes information, which 151 were then used for making graphs.
153 Correlation incorporated into soil fertility data table for assessing the first question

154
The process of incorporating distinct correlation levels into the soil fertility data table, the 155 X data table, followed two basic steps: Specifically, all correlation structure levels (0.2, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) were incorporated into 169 the entire X data table (n = 53, p =15) and from them the number of columns (variables) correlating 170 was reduced gradually (15, 12, 9, and 6) within each correlation level. The remaining columns 171 within the soil fertility were left without any correlation level imposed. For example, for evaluating 172 the effects of correlation levels imposed into 6 columns of the entire X data table (n = 53, p = 15) 173 the rest of the 9 columns within X were not correlated. The whole process from incorporating 174 different correlation levels into an increasing number of columns within the X data table to the 175 Procrustes analysis was repeated 100 times for each of the 13 pre-Procrustes transformations is 176 described in Fig. 1 
Imposed correlation effects on individual mainstream and downstream Procrustes results
233
Both Procrustes mainstream results, the Procrustean correlation statistic R and its 234 significance (P value), remained constant irrespective of the increasing number of correlated 235 variables within the X data table and the level of correlation incorporated into them (Fig. 2 a b) .
236 The constancy across the increasing number of correlated columns and their imposed correlation 237 levels within the X data table was also true for Procrustes results involving the PAM, such as the 238 measure of residual size variability across individual PAMs, the residual ranging size (maximum 239 minus minimum residual sizes in the PAM linking the two data tables under analysis), and the 240 number of significant ANOVA results using PAMs as response variable (Fig. 2 c -d) . Such lack 241 of effects of the increasing number of correlated columns/variables across different correlation 242 levels were reinforced when the Procrustes results from the use of ordination axes and 243 dissimilarity/distance matrices were considered separately ( Fig. 1 and 2 , supplementary material 244 S3). Moreover, the use of PAMs in NMDS ordination (Euclidean distance) showed no clear 245 grouping following both the number of correlated columns/variables and the level of correlation 246 within the X data table (Fig. 3 a-b, supplementary material S3 ).
248 Correlation between X and Y data tables for a specific treatment
249
The mean percentage of significant ANOVAs using PAMs as the response variable 250 increased as the correlation level between X and Y data tables for treatment A increased (Fig. 3   251 a) . The mean number of times where treatment A was significantly different from all other 252 treatments (% A ≠ BCD) increased as the correlation level between X and Y for the treatment A 253 increased (Fig. 3 b) .
254
For all dimensions of X and Y, the higher correlation levels between these two data tables 255 for the treatment A (0.7 and 0.9) were reflected by the mean Procrustes residual size for 256 treatment A being lower than others B, C, and D (Fig. 4 a -c) . At the lower correlation levels 257 between the X and Y data tables for the treatment A (0.2 and 0.5) the mean Procrustes residual 258 size for treatment A was not different from the others, B, C, and D (Fig. 4 c) . PAMs from Procrustes relationships between X and Y data tables with dimensions (n = 40, p =80). All PAMs used in the multiple comparisons were generated from simulations of 13 preProcrustes analysis transformations as described in (Fig. 1 c) .
